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Abstract: To maintain robot accuracy, calibration equipment is needed. In this paper we present
a self-calibrating measuring system based on a camera in the robot hand plus a known reference
object in the robot workspace. A collection of images of the reference object is obtained. From
these we compute the positions and orientations of the camera, using image-processing, imagerecognition and photogrammetric techniques. The essential geometrical and optical camera
parameters can be derived from the redundancy in the measurements. Experimental results for a
prototype system are presented.
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Introduction
Robot calibration can serve various purposes. The static and dynamic positioning
accuracy of robots have become the bottle-neck for the introduction of off-line
programming techniques. These techniques require the robot's position to be
predicted with sufficient accuracy. Robot calibration will improve the positioning
accuracy. Another important application of robot calibration is its use as a diagnostic tool in robot production and maintenance. Inaccuracies and wear in
specific components of the robot may be identified using accurate measurements
and a suitable kinematic model.
A large number of robot measurement systems are now available commercially,
each with its own range of applicability and its own requirements. Yet, there is a
dearth of systems that are portable, accurate and low-cost.
In this paper we present a simple measuring system that may fill this gap. It is
based on a camera in the robot hand plus a known reference object in the robot
workspace. Our prototype allows us to measure a robot's position and orientation
in a volume of 1 m3, with an accuracy of 0.20 mm and 2.0 minutes of arc. The
work described in this paper was performed for CAR, ESPRIT project nr. 52202.
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Design and implementation of the measuring system
The measuring system discussed in this paper was designed on basis of the
following requirements:
• The system should be able to provide (static) position and orientation data
compatible with the repeatability of current robot systems.
• The system should be low cost, portable, easy to operate by non-expert
personnel and sufficiently robust to be used in an average industrial
environment.
• The system need not be able to work in the full workspace of the robot, but
should be able to measure a large number of poses in a limited volume.
On basis of these criteria, various measuring techniques have been examined, as
described in an initial CAR report [1]. This study indicated that the system should
also be self calibrating; that it should work on basis of optical sensors, that it
should contain no moving parts and a minimum number of specially manufactured components.

Figure 1. The reference plate as seen by the camera.
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The most obvious solution that promised to approach the required accuracy,
proved to be a system based on a single camera in the robot hand, plus a specially
designed, passive, flat reference object (reference plate) positioned in the robot
work space (see figure 1).
At least a few images that contain a large number of measurable positions covering the entire image are required to self-calibrate the camera. The larger the reference plate, the better the camera can be calibrated. Also, position measurements
with an accuracy of 0.1 mm imply a reference object size exceeding 30 cm if an
orientation accuracy of 1' is to be attained. Attaching such a large object to the
robot flange and placing cameras in the workspace may be a problem.
We have implemented a prototype version of the measuring system using a
simple off-the-shelf camera. The reference plate consists of a blank aluminium
plate with a black pattern of rings printed onto it. Results, presented in this paper,
show that the accuracy of the camera system, due to its self-calibration capacity, is
generally sufficient for robot calibration.
Measuring procedure
The measuring procedure begins with the selection of the model parameters of
the robot that need to be redetermined. Using this set of model parameters, the
pose generation program developed at IPK (Albright [2], Schröer [3]) will generate
a set of measurable poses that will allow computation of these parameters.
Using these poses, a robot program is generated which directs the robot along a
path containing these positions. At each measuring pose the robot stops and one
or more images of the reference plate are obtained. The actual joint parameters at
the measuring poses may be recorded, if possible, but may otherwise be assumed
to be equal to the commanded values.
Next, the images obtained are processed off-line, to obtain the positions of the
camera relative to the reference plate, plus the parameters of the camera. This
“photogrammetric procedure” is the innovative part of our system. This procedure can be made self-calibrating when a collection of sufficiently different
images is available. The poses are obtained by iterating two tasks: the imageprocessing procedure and the image-reconstruction procedure. The former tries
to recognise and identify the markers on the reference plate and to determine
their positions in the image, the latter fits a model that can predict the position of
the markers in every image by the computation of the camera positions for each
image and the camera parameters. The predictions are fed back to the identification part of the image-processing procedure.
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Using the calibration procedure developed at IPK, the unknown robot parameters, plus the position of the reference plate relative to the robot base, can be
derived from these measurements.
Experimental results
For the CAR project we developed and tested a prototype system based on the
principles described in the preceding section. The prototype demonstrates the
viability of the approach. In the initial stage we verified our design of the imagereconstruction model with a least-square fit using the singular value decomposition method. This method is helpful for ill-conditioned systems, but involves a
lot of computations. After a small refinement of our model very good condition
numbers were obtained, and large sets of images could be processed with the
classical and far more efficient Gaussian elimination method.
Refinement of the camera model
For most of our measurements we used the following set-up on the Philips
“OSCAR-6” experimental robot at our institute:
-

A fixed focus, variable aperture, f=4.8 mm lens at aperture ratios between f/4
and f/8. No monochromatic filter was used.

-

A HTH MX CCD camera with a 604(H) by 575(V) 10µ (H) by 15µ (V) pixels in a
normal video mode (i.e. not pixel synchronous). The vertical line separation
is 7.5µ, i.e. half the vertical pixel size, i.e. vertically separated pixels partly
overlap and there are effectively only 288 resolution elements vertically.

-

The images were digitised to 604 by 576 pixels, so that the horizontal pixel size
corresponds approximately to the camera pixel size.

In the first experiment 16 images were taken from different viewpoints.
Originally only 6 camera parameters were estimated: 5 parameters that describe
the geometrical transformation between the optical centre and the image plane
and the third order distortion coefficient k.
Examination of the residuals indicated that the camera model still needed further
refinement. Currently, we are using an 11 parameter model, including third and
fifth order radial terms describing the distortion and the centre of distortion. The
third order term was found to be negative, so we can speak of pin-cushion distortion. The centre of the distortion and the projection of the optical centre on the
image were very near to each other. This clearly shows that the lens of the camera
is symmetric with respect to its centre, and that the chip is almost perpendicular
to the optical direction.
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Measurements on the OSCAR robot
In the second experiment 124 images were obtained using the “OSCAR” robot at
the University of Amsterdam. For this experiment we computed a number of
error quantifiers. One significant quantity is the accuracy to which the measured
points can be fitted by the model. In our case a rms. fitting error per measured
point of 0.11 pixel was found. From the rms. fitting error per image, plus the
assumption that the remaining errors per measured point are uncorrelated, we
computed the expected error covariance matrices for the position and orientation
and for the camera parameters and from those the expected errors in the
measurements.
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Figure 4. The estimated rms. position errors
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σx

+ σ y2 + σ z2 for a collection of 124

images, as a function of the z-height of the camera. Notice that the position
error increases with the height above the reference plate.

The results till now show a formal rms. accuracy of 0.10 mm and 1.0 minutes of
arc, with a number of significantly worse points. (Figures 4 and 5). However, the
calculated formal accuracy of the measurements depends on a number of
assumptions, such as the constancy of the camera properties throughout a
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sequence of measurements and the independence of the residual errors. I.e. it
does not take into account systematic and correlated errors.
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Figure 5. The estimated rms. angle errors

σα

+ σ β2 + σ γ2 for a series of 124

images, as a function of the z-height of the camera. For the range of z-heights
shown, the orientation error is mostly independent of z. It tends to increase for
small values of z, as fewer reference points will be visible.

Additional experiments indeed indicate that the formal error estimates do not
take into account some very real error sources and therefore tend to be overly
optimistic. Subsequent improvements to our models, taking into account
additional camera and reference plate corrections have reduced the measured
residuals by some 30%. The systematic errors were reduced even further. In the
following section we will give a short overview of possible sources of these
systematic errors.
Discussion
Our experiments show that our results are nearly good enough for practical
application. In this section we will discuss various possible sources of measure-
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ment errors, the most important of which we have taken into account. How
further improvements in the measuring procedure can be obtained is indicated.
Images of the reference plate are obtained with a camera consisting of a lens, a
mounting, a CCD and a frame grabber. Each of the components in this procedure
contributes its own set of errors. These errors either have to be minimised by
adopting a suitable measuring procedure, or have to be modelled in order to
remove their contribution.
Here the contributions of each component will be discussed in term.
The reference plate
The measurement reference plate consists of a white flat plate with a large
number of black, ring-shaped markings in a regular, grid-shaped pattern, as
illustrated in figure 1. A flat reference object was selected because it can be more
easily constructed and maintained than a 3-dimensional object, although the
latter is, in principle, better for photogrammetric applications. The accuracy of the
reference plate must well exceed the desired measuring accuracy.
It is not too difficult to manufacture a sufficiently accurate plate. However, some
problems should be taken into account, specifically the effect of temperature
changes. Typical expansion coefficients of solids are in the order of 10-5 C-1. So
our reference plate ( 0.6 m by 0.5 m) will expand about 0.005 mm per degree C; i.e.
changes in the ambient temperature in the order of a few C will result in scale
changes comparable to the desired measurement accuracy.
If a sufficiently large number of images are obtained, errors in the positions of the
markings can be determined by our measuring procedure.
The mounting
The mounting is important as it fixes the position of the lens relative to the
detector, in our case a CCD. The mounting can allow the distance of the lens to
the detector to be changed (focusing), the aperture to be changed and the lens to be
removed from the camera. Each of these options implies a mechanical change to
the optical system, leading to non-reproducible variations in its properties. For
that reason, a fixed focus, fixed aperture lens is preferred.
The lens
The camera lens will be used to produce images of the reference plate over a
range of object distances onear to ofar, which we have put at 0.2 m and 1.4 m. The
images should be as sharp as possible to obtain good measurements. Lenses are
known to display a large variety of imaging errors, affecting the quality of the
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image. Note that the achieved measuring accuracy of the system is significantly
better than one could expect from the major imaging defects. This is achieved by a
combination of sub-pixel interpolation in the grey-scale image in the computation of the position for each marker, the use of information from a large number
of pixels for each marker, and the use of information derived from up to about
700 markers in each image. The principal error types are the following:
• Defocusing and depth-of-field. With a fixed focus a sharp image is produced
only for an object at a precise distance. The further the object is removed from
that distance, the more the image is smeared. The distance range over which
this effect stays within acceptable bounds is referred to as the depth-of-field.
The effect is always present, but its effect on the image can be reduced by using
wide-angle lenses and stopping down the aperture. For our system the effect
maximally is in the order of or 15'.
• Diffraction. Due to the wave nature of light, there is a limit on the degree to
which the lens can be stopped down. For small aperture diameters a diffraction pattern becomes visible: the Airy disk. The radius of the Airy disk for our
system is about 3'. Optimally, one should choose the aperture of the lens D so
that the loss of sharpness due to the depth of field and diffraction are approximately equal.
• Distortion. The pin-cushion distortion in our system gives a significant
contribution. We modelled it with 3rd and 5th order radial terms in the leastsquare fit of our image-reconstruction procedure.
• Astigmatism, image plane curvature and coma will affect the sharpness of the
image in the corners; these effects are reduced by choosing a small aperture.
• Chromatic aberration can be significant and is best reduced by using an
optically flat colour filter (about 10 nm band pass) or a near monochromatic
illumination.
Off-the-shelf lenses, such as the lenses used in our experiments, are usually
optimised to yield an image that is pleasing to the eye. For ultimate performance,
a specially designed lens should be used, making use of the specific trade-offs
allowed for photogrammetry, but this will increase the cost of the system.
The CCD and the frame grabber
The image produced by the lens must be detected using a CCD or a similar
(rectangular) array of detector elements.
The output of the detector elements is usually converted to a standard video
signal, which is digitised using a frame grabber. A problem with this procedure is
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that the outputs of adjacent detector elements can be mixed in an unpredictable
fashion in the output signal. Synchronisation errors between the camera and the
frame grabber can also lead to geometric distortions that vary from line to line in
the image. For these reasons, the use of a “pixel synchronous” detection system is
preferred.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a low-cost method, based on photogrammetry, to
obtain measurements for the calibration of robot systems.
The method has been implemented and tested and provides promising results
for practical application. The components used are relatively inexpensive, and
can easily be combined to yield a portable system.
As most of the data processing has been highly automated, such a system will be
usable by non-expert personnel.
By combining the video camera with a fast frame grabber + recording system, or
alternatively with a video recorder, dynamic measurements should be obtainable.
The relative locations and orientations of two robots in a workcell can be found
by placing the reference plate between the robots and calibrating both robots with
that common reference.
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